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Playing with Built City

• We are an urban species
• Cities are power systems
• Cities change their residents
• We want to change our cities
• Urbanism is political
• Causing change for a more alive city
• Acting outside the state and capital
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The human race is an urban race. We live in cities in ever-increasing numbers---as of the end of 2008, more than half the world's population is urban [UN]. Cities unavoidably represent huge conglomerations of wealth and embed and reproduce the socioeconomic hierarchies of the societies that build them. Life in the city changes us, necessarily---our environment feeds back into our actions, defines what we can and cannot do, and shapes our desires. The postmodern city of post-Fordist capitalism frequently changes us in ways which we do not like. We may find many good things in the city---community, culture, friends, and resources, just to name a few, but we also find a totalizing schema of consumption, social alienation, hypernormativity, and disengagement.As individual citizens and residents, we frequently think of ourselves as having little or no control over our environment. Cities, as reproductions of power structures, are often hostile to the changes we wish to see in them. Cities are also systems, however, and within the hacker culture we understand how to change systems, whether or not they wish to be changed. This paper is addressed to people, potentially but not necessarily members of this culture, who are interested in directly improving the places they live on any level. In this paper, we will examine schemas that can help us understand cities as systems, understand the structure of control embodied in the functioning of those systems, and see how we can respond to those systems.Given the nature of cities as embodiments of power structures, it should be obvious that an apolitical urbanism is impossible by definition---the left and the right view those embodied power structures very differently and react to them in different ways. Above and beyond this, the tools we use for understanding---sociology, history, geography, and economics, among others---are not neutral and demand a political interpretation.As we explore the city and our responses to it, we are interested in quality of life for all citizens. The specific quality we care about is not the more traditional efficiency-based criterion used in most urban planning, but a more human one. Is the city alive? Do the people enjoy it, not in a shallow, consumptive, Dubai-hedonism sense, but in a deeper way, the quiet pleasure of time well lived? Does the city support play and spontaneity? These questions are opposed to a mindset of urban planning based on the maximization of extracted value and efficient conduction of business. Thus, we are necessarily opposed to the core processes of capitalism. Moreover, by acting as individuals instead of through commercially entrenched governance, we take another political stand. Traditional civic engagement is a good thing, but we want to poke cities in the ribs and make them squawk.



Three Ways to Understand the City

Tools to understand the subjective,  human 
city
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Architects and urban planners have created many systems to represent how we see the city. Most of these traditional constructions provide an inhuman view of space. This is useful for urban planning, where planners need a theoretically unbiased statistical vehicle for policy decisions, but they do not help us see the subjective and the human. Instead, we will use three less concrete but more appropriate concepts as tools for examining how we interact with the world around us and how specific interventions can change that. If we are to intervene in the city, we need a rubric to evaluate the potential of our interventions, and these tools can help provide that.



The City We See

• People live in different cities
• We navigate via different mental maps
• The concept of an “imaginary”
• The imaginary is a cultural object
• Change the imaginary and you change the 

city
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The city you live in is not the same as the concrete, factual city; it is not the city outlined on the map, which is also not the real city. When you interact with the city, you deal with one small corner of it---for me, the apartment where I live when in Seattle, the cafe where I write, the local hackerspace where I work on projects, etc. I see one facet of the city, but miss many, many others; the same is true for everyone else. Moreover, the significance I attribute to the spaces I interact with and the actions I take, their affect and meaning, is not the same as that attributed by others. While we may walk down objectively identical streets, their subjective identity is different.This difference extends further, to the literal structure of our subjective cities. When people navigate, they construct a mental map, with some set of nodes connected by paths [Lynch]. Nodes are chosen by a combination of relevance to the navigational problem (in terms of how they identify a branch in a path, define a portion of a path, or mark a region or its boundary), and their subjective importance. While the nodes, paths, and regions identified by different people will share features, there will also be differences; different people habituate different paths. One person chooses one route between two points, someone else another, and they each may not realize that the other route is even possible---their cities have different shapes. One person walks by the cafe on the way to the office, another by the grocery store, despite walking down the same physical street. One person may experience the boundary of a neighborhood in one place, someone else in another; a map may record yet a third line. Boundaries, especially, are messy, conflicted objects, and here maps are fictions more often than not, except in a purely legal sense.These literal differences reinforce the subjective differences of how people understand their cities. This understanding of an environment is called an “imaginary”. The scope of the imaginary is not only personal understanding of the shape of an environment but also the myths and stories people tell about their city and its emotional character. The production of a common imaginary that is unified to any extent is a cultural process. People talk about their experience of the city; they share experiences. The city exists in conversation, writing, image, and music, all of which shape the shared imaginary. To a great degree, the imaginary is the city. Change the imaginary and you change the city.



Affordances

• Properties of objects determine their use
• Affordance mismatch

—the door handle
• Affordances for life

—the city bench
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The notion of an affordance, or “how the perceived and actual properties of an object... determine how it can be used” [Norman], is an idea used in industrial design. The classic example is the hardware on doors---a flat plate affords pushing a door open, while a handle which can be grasped affords pulling. Affordance mismatch occurs when an object works differently than its appearance suggests or when the object does not satisfy user desires for objects of its type. In the first (more common) case, a door has a handle which affords pulling but which the user must push in order to open the door. In the second case, they might wish to shut the door for privacy, but it is transparent.Affordances as an idea are rarely applied to city design, but the concept can be very useful. Specifically, we can think about affordances for living, or the perceived and real properties of a space that determine how it can be lived in, in a fully contextual manner. A bench on a city street has one immediately obvious affordance, sitting. If we build a bench which is more comfortable to sit on, more durable, or that uses less material, this is just industrial design. To move beyond industrial design we need to examine the context people will use the bench in. Many urban benches are designed to meet a bare minimum specification---they provide a place to sit and wait, where one is off the ground and marginally comfortable. In especially beneficent cases, the bench may even be partially shielded from the elements. These benches are often fairly hostile to their users, actively discouraging long stays with relative discomfort. They may even require active work on behalf of the user to stay on the bench. It is rarely possible to lie down on a public bench. This only permits a single use context.What if, instead of only waiting briefly, we want to sit for a while and enjoy the sunshine? Or eat lunch? What about having a conversation with a friend? These are all reasonable actions, and they imply different considerations for the arrangement of the bench in each case. Perhaps instead of siting the bench to face the street directly, it could face down the street toward oncoming traffic, still allowing a user to watch for a bus but also providing a more hospitable context, inclusive of the life of the sidewalk, so they can sit and people-watch. A bench might include a thickened armrest, to make balancing a drink and a sandwich less precarious. If we look at how benches are used, other affordances appear---people frequently use them as ad-hoc signboards and bike racks, for instance. We can improve their functionality in these respects and shape how that use is made, e.g. by building a bench where a bike can easily be locked to the back, but not the front, which avoids obstructing people sitting on the bench and encourages users with different needs to share the resource. And so on; a simple bus stop bench can be altered to afford a much wider variety of activity. In short, new affordances for life can be created.
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The Liveness of Space

• How well a space supports life
• Subjective but general 

and cross-cultural
• Two city squares
• A concrete aspect 

of space
• Small changes and 

large effects
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Because we are concerned about the quality of the experience of the city, as shaped by its built form, we need some kind of evaluation criteria for that form. Functional efficiency, while technically part of our evaluation criteria, is not our main concern. We are also not interested in a purely aesthetic judgment. The quality we are looking for is not defined by architectural style or even beauty. Instead, we are interested in the degree to which a space supports everyday life. This concept, originally due to Christopher Alexander [Alexander 1], is fairly subtle and complicated. There is no single objective scale on which we can rate the life of a space, but we can reliably (and generally cross-culturally) compare spaces and come to an understanding which most people will agree with, after some consideration. This suggests that some degree of commonality of human experience affects the universal impression of space. Spaces which better support life allow people to more readily experience the kind of pleasure that we want in our cities. The liveness of a space is not the same as the delightfulness of a space; the space may cause delight, but this is not the goal.Take, as an example, two open squares between buildings. They are each about 25m across and surrounded on all sides by three or four story buildings. One of them is a perfect square, a flat expanse of asphalt with openings exactly at each corner. The other is irregular, the front of some buildings pushed in a bit and others stepped back. Its surface is cobbled, except for a band defining a path around the edge 2m back from the buildings and 3m wide. In the center, a small stone plinth 3m across is slightly raised. Neither square is otherwise distinguished and yet, if there are half a dozen tables with chairs and umbrellas sitting out in each square on a nice summer day, the second square will be much more populated. Some people may see the second square as more beautiful, but the difference is more subtle than that. The irregularity and the differentiation of the space directly makes it feel more alive, and this liveness makes the space more habitable.The humanity of a space is a concrete aspect of that space; it is closer to the engineering considerations of a building than to the cultural meaning ascribed to the completed space. A positive imaginary can help dead space a little, but no amount of positive association will make people want to spend time in a dismal and uninteresting alleyway when other, more living options are available. On the other hand, a more living space provides a richer surface for the imagination. A more complex imaginary can take root there. Liveness is no more optional in good space than any other more traditionally functional criterion is if people are to use the space. The study of what makes a space more alive is complex, but small changes can make large differences. It is not necessary to rebuild spaces from scratch to repair them.
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Forces on Cities

Understanding the shape of our cities
Context for change
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10:00With this set of tools, we can begin to frame actions in their context. To act, however, we need to understand why cities take the forms they do. We will first look at macro-scale economic pressures, and then in the next section at their more concrete ramifications. An understanding of the forces that have historically shaped urban space will help us obtain a meaningful context for the modern cities we work in.A city can be defined by the economic activity it supports. The city supports this activity, and this activity generates the city. People congregate for many reasons, only some of which are economic, but people trade in order to live, regardless of de jure policy. Even in theoretically anti-capitalist societies, trade shapes and alters the city. In industrial and post-industrial capitalist societies, market forces shape the city more profoundly than any other factor. This purely economic understanding of a city problematizes our notion of it as a living, human space, and we will see that economic processes dehumanize space.



Capitalism and the City

• Cities are economic structures
• Capital forces the valuation of space
• Highest and best use vs. quality of life
• Short time scales
• Coercive efficiency
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Capitalism provides a central schema for urban life that optimizes for things disconnected from and frequently in opposition to quality of life. Capitalism forces all spaces and activities to be valued for their potential to generate wealth. Capitalist pressure attempts to reduce the role of the state to maximizing the potential extraction of value for enterprises while assuming as much risk and cost from those enterprises as possible. Whenever people create spaces or undertake activities for other purposes, the capitalist schema marginalizes and forces the spaces and activities (and sometimes the people) to both continually justify themselves and compete for scarce leftover resources, frequently constructed as charity, while more traditional economic activity is unquestioned. In more geographic terms, this yields the concept of the “highest and best use”---wherein there is pressure to convert land currently under economically marginal use (such as an artists' collective) to a more profitable use (such as a luxury condominium development)---and the related concept of a “rent gap”, the difference in income to the owner and city between what is currently realized by the property and what could be extracted from it.Many of the things that improve quality of life---parks, affordable and useful public transportation, social services, and cultural programs, to name a few, are considered in capitalist circles to be either an overly expensive drain on the tax base or to be services which should not be provided municipally because they could instead be provided by a profitable private enterprise. The time scale on which capital operates has an effect here as well. Enterprises attempt to maximize profit over the course of at most a few years. This shortsightedness has profound effects for how enterprises operate; the destruction of longer-term resources for short-term gain is considered to be wholly justifiable. This causes further concern for us, because many of the things which improve quality of life do so over a long time scale.Coercive Efficiency and Competition  CitiesGlobalization inside the capitalist schema alters the scale at which capitalist processes operate, turning what were previously disconnected national markets for major commodities and a relatively disjoint set of local markets for minor commodities into a fractured collection of interlinked markets operating at both the global and local scale where localities compete directly against each other. In globalized post-Fordist capitalism, capital is far more mobile than labor is, permitting business to rapidly move operations and switch markets to take advantage of small or transient efficiencies.The interlinking of markets and the mobility of capital force localities to attempt not only to maximize profit for local organizations, but also to attract new enterprise in the global market. This produces a coercive efficiency. If any city decides maintaining parks is too expensive and that they should instead direct money towards tax subsidies for new international investment, this creates an immediate responsive pressure on all other cities to do the same lest they lose business to the theoretically more enterprise-friendly location. The pace of capital mobility means that even projects which will directly increase local efficiency on a longer term, like worker education, are frequently underfunded and receive little corporate support due to their short-term costs. Unlike projects which directly provide short-term profit to enterprise, municipalities must fund and establish such activities without corporate support. [Brenner]



Capital and Urban Renewal

• Control of the 
working class

• Providing an outlet 
for capital

• Large-scale urban 
destruction
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The end result of a capitalist economy is the concentration of wealth in an increasingly small owning class; this is an inescapable structural effect, especially in post-Fordist capitalism. This causes two problems, closely related. The first is the dissatisfaction of the working classes, whom the state and owning class must control, and the second is the problem of excess capital---the wealth of the owning classes must have some outlet. A number of different strategies of control have evolved for the first problem, like public education systems and mass media. One tactic for both problems that is particularly relevant here is the use of large-scale urban renewal as a tactic of civil control, a means to enforce class boundaries, and an effective capital sink.Baron Haussman, under Napoleon, performed the first large-scale urban renewal in Paris, starting in 1852. Work gangs demolished large areas of what he deemed slums---or, in other words, traditional working-class neighborhoods from medieval Paris. They built broad avenues to allow goods to be moved more efficiently, at the cost of destroying much of the street life. The working class was dispersed, destroying existing organizations and making the formation of new ones more difficult. The wide streets were also designed to allow the rapid movement of troops and even artillery inside the city core, to allow the army to swiftly put down any uprising that did occur. Housing for the growing bourgeoisie classes was built along the avenues, providing a visible class marker. Much work was put into regularizing the city, even down to ensuring the regular spacing of trees, further promoting an atmosphere of uniformity and control. The working classes soon established new neighborhoods, as the reasons for their existence had not changed---the work had merely further impoverished them by removing what infrastructure they had. [Cinar]None of this was accidental; the language used to describe the work being done was very plain about its intentions. This was repeated when Robert Moses, the infamous New York City planner of the mid-20th century, attacked the Bronx---in his words, “when you operate in an overbuilt metropolis you have to hack your way with a meat cleaver.” Although massive urban renewal projects are slightly less common in the modern West, they are still occurring in other parts of the world, and the same tactic is used on a smaller scale (with more media-savvy presentation)---see the current Olympic redevelopment work in London. The concept of eminent domain, the legal framework which allows the state to seize land (with frequently only nominal compensation) for some redevelopment purposes, has even been extended in recent years in the US to further favor large enterprise and capital accumulation---in the landmark case Kelo v. City of London, the city of New London Connecticut seized land to be used for a purely private function, a pharmaceutical research facility, with the justification that it would increase tax revenues to the city---a higher and better use. [key-27]



Suburbanization and Zoning

• Zoning laws appear as 
transport alters cities

• Zoning enforces class 
segregation against 
the integrative threat 
of cars

• Capital preservation
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The same forces that cause major disruptions and distortions of city form also affect cities in more discrete ways. These more concrete changes have just as much impact on our lived experience, and they also provide a more accessible approach for response and action. The deep systematic effects of capitalist urbanity can be countered (to some degree) by mass organized civic involvement. While critical, this is not the type of action we are concerned with here.Suburbanization and ZoningThe changes in transit technology at the end of the 19th century and during the early 20th century profoundly reshaped cities in the West. Before the transit revolution, people with the means to do so lived close to where they worked to avoid a long walk. As new transit technologies (first electric trams, and then automobiles, motor buses, and motor trucks) appeared, the better-off moved outside of the urban core, affording themselves room and privacy. This process continued (again, in the West) throughout much of the 20th century, accelerating after the Second World War.Zoning laws first appeared in Germany in the 1870's, and spread from there, first reaching America in 1910, and becoming relatively universal there by the mid-1920's [Williams]. At first, they were used primarily as a tool to prevent particularly noxious heavy industry from building too near to residential areas, a generally agreeable goal. Their uses rapidly expanded as new building technology allowed for taller construction and as new transit technologies and the modern project reconfigured the desired shape of the city into one where all activities were strictly partitioned into separate commercial, residential and industrial districts and started the process of the suburbanization. One of the primary drivers of the popularity of zoning in America was the desire (among developers as much as land owners) to protect the value of single-family homes in the suburbs as developers encouraged families to put the majority of their income into a single undiversified asset. [Fischel]This split between actions in support of the general public good (protection from noxious heavy industry) and actions in support of class and capital values (protection of property value) defines much of the history of zoning. Zoning has been both an occasional tool of the progressive left, and, more frequently, a tool of socioeconomic control on the part of the state and capital. Much of the progressive work of zoning laws had been previously accomplished by a range of nuisance laws which were sufficient to handle the case of most heavy industry, but not to deal with the new flexibility of the automobile, bringing with it the threat of class integration.Specific tools for class segregation in zoning have included: minimum lot sizes and minimum house sizes per lot; prohibitions on multi-family residences, even if they follow the formal typology of other local buildings; land use patterns which require car ownership (and frequently, multiple-car ownership with at least one car per person, not just one per family); and a prohibition of any live-work land use, even where the commercial use would be nondisruptive. Zoning districts tend to operate in conjunction with other administrative regions, including school and tax districts, allowing for segregation of other services along class lines without any explicit legislative requirements. This same segregation also allows silent racial discrimination despite de jure bans, and is an active tool for the enforcement of traditional family structures. As recently as 2006 in the United States, the state has actually forced families with unmarried partners out of houses they owned for violating zoning laws against multiple adults sharing a residence.In cases where progressive organizations have challenged this kind of class discrimination zoning, some municipalities have responded by enacting “growth management” regulations, preventing any new development. The environmentalist left has found itself complicit in some of these actions, especially in the area of open space demarcations. Where zoning laws have not been sufficient, homeowners' associations have stepped in, formed by the initial developers of a subdivision as a way of assuring the new owning class of the continued value of their investment and providing a much higher degree of local control and uniformity than possible under pure zoning law.The selective enforcement common among legal structures designed to reinforce social structures is literally written into zoning law with the concept of a variance, where planning boards may exempt developments deemed sufficiently acceptable from large portions of zoning law. It is also common, especially in urban developments, for planners to create a system of incentives, whereby they grant a developer variances in exchange for building in public amenities; for instance, taller allowed building height in exchange for the creation of a public plaza. As the developer is frequently actively disinterested in bringing life from the uncontrolled, class-integrated street onto their property where their tenants might have to deal with it, these plazas are almost universally dead space in our conception of the liveness of spaces---barren expanses of concrete with neither shelter nor facility, and heavily patrolled by private security and video surveillance. In other cases, the developer will design the amenities as actual, functional space, but will construct them to make the space appear as private and closed to the public as possible, discouraging non-tenant use.
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The same forces that cause major disruptions and distortions of city form also affect cities in more discrete ways. These more concrete changes have just as much impact on our lived experience, and they also provide a more accessible approach for response and action. The deep systematic effects of capitalist urbanity can be countered (to some degree) by mass organized civic involvement. While critical, this is not the type of action we are concerned with here.Suburbanization and ZoningThe changes in transit technology at the end of the 19th century and during the early 20th century profoundly reshaped cities in the West. Before the transit revolution, people with the means to do so lived close to where they worked to avoid a long walk. As new transit technologies (first electric trams, and then automobiles, motor buses, and motor trucks) appeared, the better-off moved outside of the urban core, affording themselves room and privacy. This process continued (again, in the West) throughout much of the 20th century, accelerating after the Second World War.Zoning laws first appeared in Germany in the 1870's, and spread from there, first reaching America in 1910, and becoming relatively universal there by the mid-1920's [Williams]. At first, they were used primarily as a tool to prevent particularly noxious heavy industry from building too near to residential areas, a generally agreeable goal. Their uses rapidly expanded as new building technology allowed for taller construction and as new transit technologies and the modern project reconfigured the desired shape of the city into one where all activities were strictly partitioned into separate commercial, residential and industrial districts and started the process of the suburbanization. One of the primary drivers of the popularity of zoning in America was the desire (among developers as much as land owners) to protect the value of single-family homes in the suburbs as developers encouraged families to put the majority of their income into a single undiversified asset. [Fischel]This split between actions in support of the general public good (protection from noxious heavy industry) and actions in support of class and capital values (protection of property value) defines much of the history of zoning. Zoning has been both an occasional tool of the progressive left, and, more frequently, a tool of socioeconomic control on the part of the state and capital. Much of the progressive work of zoning laws had been previously accomplished by a range of nuisance laws which were sufficient to handle the case of most heavy industry, but not to deal with the new flexibility of the automobile, bringing with it the threat of class integration.Specific tools for class segregation in zoning have included: minimum lot sizes and minimum house sizes per lot; prohibitions on multi-family residences, even if they follow the formal typology of other local buildings; land use patterns which require car ownership (and frequently, multiple-car ownership with at least one car per person, not just one per family); and a prohibition of any live-work land use, even where the commercial use would be nondisruptive. Zoning districts tend to operate in conjunction with other administrative regions, including school and tax districts, allowing for segregation of other services along class lines without any explicit legislative requirements. This same segregation also allows silent racial discrimination despite de jure bans, and is an active tool for the enforcement of traditional family structures. As recently as 2006 in the United States, the state has actually forced families with unmarried partners out of houses they owned for violating zoning laws against multiple adults sharing a residence.In cases where progressive organizations have challenged this kind of class discrimination zoning, some municipalities have responded by enacting “growth management” regulations, preventing any new development. The environmentalist left has found itself complicit in some of these actions, especially in the area of open space demarcations. Where zoning laws have not been sufficient, homeowners' associations have stepped in, formed by the initial developers of a subdivision as a way of assuring the new owning class of the continued value of their investment and providing a much higher degree of local control and uniformity than possible under pure zoning law.The selective enforcement common among legal structures designed to reinforce social structures is literally written into zoning law with the concept of a variance, where planning boards may exempt developments deemed sufficiently acceptable from large portions of zoning law. It is also common, especially in urban developments, for planners to create a system of incentives, whereby they grant a developer variances in exchange for building in public amenities; for instance, taller allowed building height in exchange for the creation of a public plaza. As the developer is frequently actively disinterested in bringing life from the uncontrolled, class-integrated street onto their property where their tenants might have to deal with it, these plazas are almost universally dead space in our conception of the liveness of spaces---barren expanses of concrete with neither shelter nor facility, and heavily patrolled by private security and video surveillance. In other cases, the developer will design the amenities as actual, functional space, but will construct them to make the space appear as private and closed to the public as possible, discouraging non-tenant use.
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After World War II, capital in America (and to a lesser degree in other Western countries) shifted from the cities to the suburbs. The urban core was suffering from neglect due to the exigencies of war and the Depression and much of the housing stock was in poor condition. In America, the GI Bill allowed many returning soldiers who otherwise would have been unable to afford homes to buy in. Insurance companies, considering the housing stock in the city to carry greater risk, frequently refused to allow mortgages there. Additionally, urban cores were still designed around the streetcar; America's newfound fascination with the car fit no better in urban environments than it does now. Suburbanization had started many years previously, but these factors combined to radically accelerate it. Lacking capital and emptied of all inhabitants but those unable to escape, city centers became as undesirable as they had been culturally defined to be.The countercultural movements, starting in the 50's and 60's, moved into this vacuum. In the city, they found cheap space which allowed a kind of freedom unavailable in the restrictive suburbs, at the price of a lack of stability and social convenience they were more willing to tolerate. In other words, they found the affordances necessary for the kind of lives they wanted to live. Sometimes they took over abandoned property but in other cases they displaced existing residents of the neighborhoods they moved into, especially as they arrived in greater numbers. Many of these epithetically termed “urban pioneers” had access to outside resources, whether in the form of college degrees or inherited wealth, or simply a middle or upper class background. As they moved in, they generally kept to their own circles and reinforced perceived racial and class boundaries, instead of integrating into the communities of their neighbors. They worked to improve their neighborhoods but much of the value of those improvements stayed in their circles. As new businesses moved into their neighborhoods to service the new residents, those businesses frequently displaced existing ones. Eventually, people outside of these neighborhoods noticed the newly thriving “cool” urban communities, and the next stages of gentrification occurred, where those countercultural elements were driven out of the neighborhoods they had “found” by increasing rents and cultural change. Displaced, they moved to the next disadvantaged neighborhood where the process repeated itself.This process of gentrification has been one of the dominant mechanisms of neighborhood-level change in Western cities over the past fifty years, excepting large-scale urban renewal projects (which also generally have a gentrifying effect). The above example, while prototypical in the US, is hardly the first case, nor will it be the last; Vienna after the First World War offers another example, particularly interesting because of the city government's response [Wetzl]. As Austria was suddenly forced to compete on the world market (coercive efficiency), the tight supply of housing in Vienna caused serious problems. In response, the Viennese government enacted a payroll tax and purchased fully one-third of all property in the city, putting up a huge number of apartment buildings designed to be lived in by citizens of all classes and carefully integrated into the fabric of the city. The city gave the apartments away in a socially equitable manner. This large-scale collective action is unthinkable in a modern neoliberal city, a fact that poses a problem for communities attempting to respond to gentrification. Several tactics to oppose gentrification have been tried in various areas, to different degrees of success, including rent controls, housing subsidies, and various kinds of community organization. The most successful schemes have involved common ownership of resources; without ownership, it is difficult for communities to resist the coercive effects of capital. However, the capital required for establishing common ownership rarely exists and the time scale the modern real estate market moves at rarely provides sufficient time for entrenchment. This is problematic for both existing neighborhoods and arts communities that move into those neighborhoods.As we look forward to increasing oil shortages and the bubble-driven results of chronic suburban overbuilding, the motion from the suburbs back into the city will accelerate, further driving the disadvantaged back out of the cities and out to the periphery.
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In renaissance Europe, the plaza was considered the heart of the city; in smaller cities, the church, the main administrative buildings, and the homes of the city's wealthiest citizens were generally found around it. On market days, it became the prime commercial space of the city. In larger cities, the plan was more varied and the square less singular, but the typology remained. The social life of the city revolved around the square, frequently literally. The plaza, and civic public space in general, took on a very important role in the city, becoming a place where culture was constructed, where social interaction occurred, and where ideas where contested.This notion of the public did not appear in Europe until after the feudal structures of the pre-renaissance era had been replaced with the idea of the nation as a shared imaginary and the feudal economy had begun to be replaced by a capitalist one. The public is literally the child of the bourgeoisie, as prior to their existence the figures we might now consider public were the literal embodiment of the state. The king could not be a public figure when he was the state, because the public cannot exist without the private; when it became possible for the king to be private, he no longer was the literal embodiment of the state and the transition to a nation of the imaginary and a market economy was under way.The public is differentiated from the private by the fact that access to the public is not controlled [Habermas]. The tightly guild-controlled town markets of medieval Europe were not sufficient to create a public. Only when this was supplemented by the advent of large-scale inter-city trade operating outside of this schema of control did a public appear. Any space where the introduction of divergent ideas can be blanket-restricted cannot be considered public. In fact, we can define public spaces as those spaces which are openly contested by different groups, where different ideas and understandings come together. This leads to the standard were reasonable actions must be permitted in public space, regardless of their relevance to the nominal purpose of the space. While harassing individuals need not be permitted, but general religious proselytization or political campaigning must be. These activities define public space as contested space.Historically speaking, access to public spaces has been restricted to only a small subset of the population. Prior to the advent of feminism and the related social changes at the end of the 19th and beginning of the 20th centuries, women had no access to public space in the west, categorically and often by law, and even now our access is contested. Similar lines have been and are drawn on race, ability, class, sexuality, and other identity categories. This contestation of access to public space on social lines is one axis that distorts public space. In modern society, public space is theoretically defined as space where no one group has any greater access right, but social enforcement of access restriction makes this de facto not true. Many restrictions on the use of public space are only enforced selectively, depending on the social group membership of the potential offender.As the social center of a city, public spaces are desirable frontage for retailers, especially in areas frequented by the upper classes. This immediately creates a second axis of distortion, where the mechanisms of social control act to preserve the economic function of high value space. Unsurprisingly, this has led to the creation of areas taking the form of public space but not the function, and attempting to divorce the economically useful congregation of people from the socially divisive and potentially economically harmful aspects of a true public space. The first private creation of public space came barely after the creation of the concept of public, when the Earl of Bedford built Covent Garden in London in the early 17th century, and the first large truly private spaces explicitly mimicking the social function of public spaces were built during the 19th century. However, it was the suburbanization of the city and the appearance of car culture that gave private-public spaces their current form. This shift gave developers the ability to move spaces outside of the city and to restrict access only to those who had geographically demonstrated their class allegiance. Only then did private-public spaces truly flourish.After the concept of a private-public space was established as a social category in suburbia, developers engineered it back into the existing urban core, providing an entirely new legal basis for excluding undesirable activities and people. New categories of semi-public space have since been created, where private entities take over some government functions. As cities have become more dense, more and more space has become monetized, reducing the spaces where dissent is tolerated or where people who cannot or do not wish to pay are permitted. Advertising has further eroded the distinction between public and private space as capitalism finds new ways to extract value from the presence of people in nominally free space.
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Much architectural history, from the first megalithic structures on through ancient city walls and medieval ghettos, etc., can be viewed through a lens of fear and control, especially the elements mentioned above (zoning law, suburbanization, large-scale urban renewal, and the commercialization of public space). However, there are two specific elements which deserve further consideration. First, the continuing increase in social fear through the modern period and the concomitant increase in state control as expressed architecturally at a human scale, and second, the co-evolving commercial control of space.The single defining characteristic of the modern period has been the disruption of traditional structures of life, but not of larger social power structures---society has become more polarized in this process, not less, especially in the post-Fordist era. As these traditional structures have disappeared, new categories of cultural fear have been generated hand in hand with the new cultural freedoms which have appeared. Fear is one of the most effective weapons of social control, and it is used by all sides---whether to push the furtherance of the modern project, to attempt to reinstate traditional social categories, or by the state as a means of control. Beyond the direct manipulation of fear, both state and capital have found the existing fears of the populace to be both useful and lucrative points of leverage. Of course, numerous features of the architecture of control are seen as actively needful by many if not most people. Control expressed in the built environment is a way of combating uncertainty, but more control also breeds more uncertainty and more segregation allows stronger and worse stereotypes to appear.As more and more of public life has become consumptively driven, a disturbingly easy partnership has arisen between the state and private enterprise to ensure that public and pseudo-public space provides a controlled environment for undisrupted and predictable commerce. This partnership also provides a strong force for behavior normalization, far beyond anything required for a basically civil society. As new objects of fear have come into existence and new crimes have been created for those categories of fear, new tools have been added to the dizzying array of technologies and systems of control available to the modern state. The development of these technologies is a major project of the military-industrial complex.In the built environment, we see a wide range of responses and tools deployed. Office buildings have turned inside out, focusing on self-contained interior atriums. Companies have moved their operations entirely out to office parks on the outskirts of the city in space they can more carefully manage, mirroring suburbanization. Universities have built new campuses specifically designed to provide little or no public space that can support gatherings, split campuses up into smaller pieces, or moved them to the suburbs, far from the uncontrolled city center. Suburban communities have literally fortified themselves behind glass-topped concrete walls with gates and armed guards. Bank tellers now stare out through two inches of bulletproof glass, and sidewalks have sprouted rows of bollards to keep cars away from buildings in case of car bombs, despite laughably small risk. Those same bollards are likely designed to make sitting on them impossible, lest they encourage the use of the street as anything other than a place of swift passage, but not too swift---many of those same outdoor surfaces will also be designed to inhibit skateboarding. Surveillance has become almost ubiquitous in many urban areas, with overlapping levels of control---closed circuit TV cameras, gunshot-locating microphone systems, and tracking technologies built into everyday conveniences like cell phones and transit cards. As the penetration of technology into space increases, it is becoming more popular as a means of control. It is both cheaper than physical control, and also less visible, thus provoking less protest.Even if we agree with the nominal purposes of the systems deployed, the capabilities of these systems far exceed the stated goals and these systems are abused on a rapidly increasing scale---hence the sudden appearance of “free speech zones” and similar radical underminings of civil rights. Furthermore, public discussion about the damage done to quality of life is scarcely ever acknowledged by the officials who authorize these controls. When space is made hostile to users as a form of control, everyone has to live with a space designed to be so horrible that even someone with nowhere else to go does not want to be there.
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20:00Looking at the state of the city can draw a very grim picture of post-modern urban life. While this is not unwarranted, the situation is obviously not as one-sided as it seems. The distortion and control of life are far from total, still, and municipal governments are coming to understand the importance of quality of life, even if it is narrowly defined and socioeconomically limited. Large- and small-scale civic involvement remains essential to countering these pressures. However, direct action is equally important. For people to become civically involved, they must understand what is at stake, they must understand their role in the system, and they must be able to see the possibility of a different way of interacting with the system. This is the power of direct action---it makes possible that sudden shift of perspective, the moment of awakening to the potential of the city. In this section, we will examine the schemas under which we can understand direct action.
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The first and most essential question we need to consider in our response is by what right we act. We may not like the effect that the modern city has on us, but do we have a right to object to those effects? At a deeper level, this requires considering the degree to which the ownership society is justifiable, as it is the logic of that society which exerts the forces we have examined. We can leave those more radical notions of ownership out of the picture for our purposes, though, and focus on a less contentious level. We have seen that the city changes us. From this and from the fundamental rights to equality and to self-determination, we come to the idea of the right to the city, per Henri Lefebvre and David Harvey [Harvey].Understanding spaces to be social constructions, we see that all citizens, regardless of how poor or marginalized they are, must necessarily have the right to collaborate in the production of the spaces where they live. Furthermore, they have a fundamental right to have those spaces serve their needs and aspirations, not just the needs of capital. While this right does not eliminate ownership rights, it does supersede them in some cases; human rights are more fundamental than property rights. This is not to say all design decisions in a city must be taken in some purely open process, of course, but sufficient heed must be paid to the participation of all citizens to satisfice their right to the city.The right to the city has a few specific applications in light of the issues discussed above. The displacement of existing communities, whether by destructive urban renewal projects or by gentrification and market forces, is an act of violence against those communities that denies them a voice in the creation of their environment. Architecture that forces people into patterns of behavior they do not wish to undertake denies them a place in the city. The neglect of poor districts in favor of high-value downtown developments make the citizens of different districts distinctly unequal in the degree to which they may shape their city, especially when all available money in poor districts is consumed with the maintenance of basic utilities while the residents of more affluent areas are consulted about improvements they would like to see. Even in wealthy areas, when all development is private and the residents have no say in its course, they are unable to participate in the shaping of their city.The right to the city and related issues about equitable distribution of wealth in spatial terms are the fundamental concerns of the spatial justice movement, which brings a geographic perspective to existing social justice concerns. While a relatively new concept, spatial justice provides a strong framework for us to understand the rationale for intervening in the city. Legal progress is being made, slowly, in turning the right to the city into a more widely recognized legal right. For instance, it is featured prominently in the European Charter for Safeguarding Human Rights in Cities, which has over 350 signatory municipalities.
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The worldview the right to the city is founded on is one of basic equality, and this has an effect on the ways we intervene. The fundamental constant in any urban environment is a limit to available resources, whether they are land, money, or attention. Working for equality in this environment means reaching out across boundaries, even (and especially) boundaries that may be uncomfortable to breach. When we intervene, we claim space; doing so in an inclusive way, across the boundaries of race, class, sex, orientation, language, ability, nationality, etc., is an important aspect of equality, as is paying attention to the kinds of intersectional conflicts that can silence participation even within activist communities. This is particularly important when working with the imaginary of a space. When we imagine or re-imagine a space, defining who is part of the group doing the imagining is critical. For example, although the economic aspects predominate, gentrification can also be read as one narrowly defined and privileged group re-imagining a neighborhood without being able to see a place for the existing residents.An important corollary of including others is working with others; we (those attempting an intervention) should not and indeed cannot affect meaningful change on our own; working with existing progressive networks or social circles. Working with other groups is important in both creating the kinds of interventions we might like to create and in making sure they have the desired effects.
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Informality is one of the most effective tactics for the subversion of control. Doing things the right way is often difficult or impossible; presented head-on with a threat, systems of control understand how to respond and do so readily. However, work done outside of official channels can get away with a surprising amount. Much of the effort of controlling power structures goes into attempting to combat informal behavior, but there is also a tacit acknowledgment of its necessity in many systems and a certain amount of allowance for informality around the margins, in part because controlling the last five percent becomes extraordinarily expensive for little functional gain.Informality begets tactical urbanism, where economic and life activities take place outside of sanctioned spaces, whether that means startups working in coffee shops, street vendors gaming oversight systems, or pranksters installing swings. Informality brings a direct social cost in many cases, its actors frequently becoming the target of police brutality and selective enforcement, but this is precisely because it can be powerful in subverting the established order. That social cost means that informal actions are pushed into a space where little certainty exists and change can happen very quickly. This can be both good and bad; speed is essential to the character of tactical urbanism [Wai]. As the informal operates outside the protections of the state, it can also be a site of danger and abuse, so while it can be functional for us, romanticizing it is problematic. Informal modern communications systems are very helpful in enabling action across strong social networks, but it is unlikely that this type of activity can challenge control in a deep way. The state and enterprises have both shown a readiness to violate privacy flagrantly to maintain control. In the same way progressive networks act as a power multiplier, the state has scale on its side when performing data mining and similar surveillance activities, should it feel actually threatened.



Interventions

• Intentional actions changing their spaces
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Architecturally speaking, an intervention is an action, whether an act of construction, performance, or reconfiguration of knowledge, which changes the space that encompasses it in some intentional manner. Not all buildings should be considered interventions; much building is just that---building, to solve some human or capital need, without any intent to challenge anything or cause any change in the world. We care about the remainder.There are limits to what this kind of interventions can do; there is a common fallacy in the design world that design can solve everything. As the problems we are trying to address are frequently social issues, this is blatantly false---at best, we can relieve social pressure, draw attention, or change how people see problems. We may be able to trigger the tectonic shift of the masses that cause those social pressures, if we are very good and very lucky, but this is not the same as solving those problems through design directly; we must be aware of this. As we work, we need to return to our first principles constantly. Interventions that work in one place and context will likely not work elsewhere. We have seen large scale tendencies sketched out here, but the functional structure of every place is as heavily determined by its own unique history as it is these larger tendencies. We must work from our understanding of what creates and feeds living places of joy, not just repeat the recipes of others; the work we do is specific and subjective.We have a working understanding of some urban power structures and we have three ways of evaluating the quality of alterations: by looking at how they change people's understanding of the city; at how they create or help affordances; and at how they help make spaces more human and alive. We understand the necessity of inclusiveness and the value of tactical informality. We can now look at doing real work.Space as EventAll spaces have a lifespan; they come into existence and then disappear again. This can be as simple as the space created under a tree while eating a picnic lunch with friends; as you spread out a blanket and sit down to eat, you create a social space of which all the participants are very much aware; you interact with it as an outdoor room with well-understood boundaries. When you pack up, that space suddenly disappears. Where you might have previously walked slowly, as in an indoor space, and addressed the ground as a piece of furniture, you now walk briskly, not noticing the old (no longer existing) boundaries. All spaces are like this. Thus, one of the things which we as interventionists can do is to create spaces in the city.Space, understood as a living structure, is surprisingly flimsy. It does not take bricks, stone, or building permits to create it---if a blanket on a patch of grass can create a space, almost anything can. The most important thing for creating a space is differentiation; if it is easy to tell what the boundaries of the space created are, people will more readily see it as a distinct space. A boundary can be as little as a line of tape on the ground, or even light. For event spaces, bringing people into the space is frequently as important as demarcating the space; the goal is not to create a private region, but to bring other people, strangers, into the same space, to catalyze interactions rather than create exclusivity.Altering ImaginariesThe imaginary is one of our most powerful levers for creating real change. If we change the way people understand their city, we can change the actual, real, lived city, without driving a single nail. We are not trying to shock people, here; this is not about force, and the modern mass media/post-mass-media have made shock largely useless as a tactic; people simply ignore it. However, direct human engagement, an emotional connection, still has real power. People still dream and hope and laugh and love, and this is the space in which we want to intervene---play, not spectacle. This is where we can still make people pause and reconsider---Deleuze called these created pauses vacuoles [Thoburn]---and that pause is what gives them room to change their understandings.The fact that we are using play as a tactic means we need to understand its rules. The theatrical world can be our model here. Even if we are creating relatively concrete functional artifacts, we still need to pay close attention to the way we present them, to how people understand them and come across them. While there are times when an intervention must be an unnoticeable part of the fabric of the city to succeed (see the example of DIY bike lanes below), there is frequently room for just a little bit of delight, and this will turn something from just a part of an undifferentiated field into a vacuole-generating entity. Even something as little as a bed of flowers growing where they are not expected can change a stretch of street in the eyes of those who pass by, making it a bit more friendly, a bit more human. As changes like these add up, they can rewrite how people interact with a neighborhood. We are dealing with mass culture, so we should neither over or underestimate the power of individual acts. Working with imaginaries involves a social process for gathering momentum to change culture and ideas. While it does not happen overnight, it can also surprise us by moving faster than we expect.Creating AffordancesDirect action in the city to provide functional conveniences or utilities (like free wireless Internet access) is the most immediate category of intervention, but also one of the more limited. Small actions, both individually and en mass, can make the space around us more livable. There is no need to wait for the state to act when we can reshape our cities immediately. However, changes in affordance, although very important, resonate less in the imaginary of the city than changes which are less functional but more evocative. In the end, both are necessary.A Hierarchy of MaterialsIn creating interventions, we have our choice of materials to work with. In order to work efficiently, we want to make the smallest change that will satisfice---if there is no need for brick, we do not want to go to the expense of laying it. Weight ends up being a very good proxy for the difficulty of using a material. Information is the most lightweight way to change an environment. An intervention in the form of a story is often easier to create than almost anything else. Information about a city, gathered and presented in the right context, is very powerful, but it can prove transient and too ephemeral for many types of intervention.Working with lighting and sound is also useful, as they are present in a way that pure information is not, and yet they still leave no trace behind. Light and sound are sometimes sufficient to define social space, for instance. Paint (and tape, stickers, etc) come next; they are materially present and more permanent. They persist outside of our presence and extend the scope of our event space.Next come deployable structures; tents, scaffolding, and temporary installations of all kinds which can be installed and removed quickly and retain the simplicity and price of informality. They are not always optimal, but a deployable structure can suit a huge variety of needs and still be gone on a time frame between minutes and a day, depending on scale, resources, etc. This puts deployable structures on the right side of the informality line. You can frequently get away with putting them up in all sorts of places where traditional structures would never be allowed.True buildings come last in our hierarchy. This is the scale of the formal, concrete city. It brings with it the permanence and solidity which that implies, but it also puts the project into an entirely different relationship with the law, and an entirely different price range. They are largely outside the scope of these small-scale interventions.



Examples
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25:00As an inspiration toward actual work and to further explain the concepts that we have covered so far, we will now see a range of examples, both created and theoretical, with some discussion about what they can mean.



Mapping and Imaginaries
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Our first set of examples are all intended to alter either a shared imaginary or a single, personal conception of the city. Some but not all of them also create functional affordances.



Urban Exploration

• Exploring the empty places
• Remaking the city as a 

place of wonder
• Breaking out of routines
• City games and 

psychogeographic walks
• Existing community
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Urban spaces are full of abandoned spaces, places where people no longer go for one reason or another, or spaces where people were never intended to go---underneath the streets, on the margins, or in between places where people live. To explore these spaces is to approach a city as a place of wonder, a realm of the unknown. Exploring these places, talking about them, and sharing their stories changes how people see the world around them.Exploration does not even have to mean going to places where there are no people. We all have routines we fall into of where we live, commute, and go to eat and play. Make a point of breaking those routines. Learn more about where you live. Tell people about it. Bridge communities, and increase the scope of facets of your city's imaginary you draw on. Many city games serve this same function in passing; see the section on them below. Some specifically exploration-oriented games include letterboxing, scavenger hunts, and (urban) geocaching. Also related is the idea of the psychogeographic walk, where some planned or random element is used to determine the direction of travel, e.g., a die is rolled at every corner to decide among available options. This has the immediate effect of removing familiarity and subjective judgment to push the walker into discovering the unexpected and unlooked-for, outside of their comfort zone.



AR as Architecture
Functional Graffiti

• Video overlays and locative computing
• 2D barcodes to project information into 

space
• Visualizations;  WTC on iPhone
• Community organization;  FixMyStreet
• AR to tell stories
• Class division and consumer mindset
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Augmented reality (AR) involves digital information, either rendered in 3D or just text and 2D graphics overlaid onto a video stream being captured in real time from the viewer's position. For example, one can hold a phone up to a scene, and have it act as a lens, appearing roughly transparent. The information overlaid is located positionally in the world, augmenting the view you have of the space. In some implementations, markers (specific patterns easily parsed from the video stream) are printed and placed in the scene, either for registration of images or to control the system. 2D barcodes can be used in the same way, and can also embed free-form data, either directly or as a reference to an online resource. Although not properly AR, similar but lower-tech systems can either read barcodes or use GPS data to trigger events or present information without video overlay. These technologies allow information to be situated directly in the city, with suitable intermediation.As an architectural tool, AR is quite flexible. At the most literal level, we can create buildings in virtual space to act as memorials, remembrances or alternative visions of reality. For instance, there is an AR application for the iPhone which recreates the World Trade Center in Manhattan. The same things can be done for other no-longer existent buildings, showing what a neighborhood looked like before redevelopment destroyed the previous fabric, or virtually rebuilding spaces after conflict to memorialize and sustain their previous social context. Not-yet-existing buildings are just as easy to create; this can help envision new plans, but the affect of the visualization can be either pro- or anti-development. The renderings released by developers frequently show the building without context, to disguise the degree to which the final building will overshadow its neighbors. With AR, we can show the buildings in their real, built context.This kind of visualization can be a useful way to organize communities against development initiatives. As individuals we may not be happy with a given development, but only widespread community support can prevent their construction. AR as a site for community interaction has other possibilities---even without visualization, we can provide communities with alternate ways to interact with the planning process or with municipal government. Although it is in some ways low tech, a good example of the power of AR and AR-like systems is the site http://www.fixmystreet.com/. It provides a direct, easy to access way for people in the UK to alert their municipal governments to pending maintenance issues, via both a web site, and more interestingly to us, a location-aware mobile phone application. AR can provide for spatially situated comment in a variety of ways. Graffiti is a blunt instrument for public comment, but a barcode that links to an active online discussion could provide a much richer forum. To do this effectively in the city requires a degree of electronic anonymity, but no more than many other types of electronic civil disobedience. Distinguishing between community content and advertising may cause problems, but this is also a problem with any other situated media.AR can be used for storytelling. Mixed-reality games where fictional elements invade the real world have been around for some time. While their reach may be limited, they are an effective way to provide alternate readings for places, changing their meaning, and to engage people with their cities. Games can encourage people to explore new parts of their environments. Fiction has the freedom to comment on life in ways which would would be ignored or discounted in more serious narratives.The limited reach of AR is worrying as it is not just a matter of personal preference---one problem with AR as a tool is the hard class division it creates between the people in the city who can afford the entry fee of a smartphone and a data plan and those who cannot. Beyond that, it requires buying into an entire consumer mindset that alters how we interact socially. This must be carefully considered when evaluating AR initiatives, especially those intended to involve community. Providing SMS-only interfaces as an alternative, when possible, is a useful alternative.



Mapping Resources

• Cities are rich; we don’t know what’s there
• Small resources maps are easy

• The Fallen Fruit Map

• Mapping breaks 
down barriers
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Cities are rich places. Frequently, things we are looking for may exist without our awareness of them. Commercial resources advertise their existence, putting noncommercial resources at a disadvantage. Mapping available resources makes cities more understandable. While doing this for an entire city is obviously a huge undertaking, broadcasting the existence of specific resources can be done trivially, and it allows people to experience their city as a richer and possibly more friendly place. The fallen fruit map is a great example of this. In many places the fruit of trees growing on or overhanging public property is also public, but it is rarely eaten. The fruit map helps people find it, turning what would be a rotting mess into something useful. The same thing can be done with lists of dumpsters where good food or useful objects are routinely discarded (like overage at bakeries), or with curated collections of pointers to hard-to find and poorly known commercial resources. This kind of mapping breaks down barriers, whether they are based on who has the money to live in the city or who has the trade connections to find specific goods.



Public Art

• Art makes people think, especially street 
art

• Getting permission can rob it of power
• Not having consent can

cause a bad reception

• Temporary art can be 
productive
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Good art stops people in their tracks and makes them think, especially outside of the neutered environment of the commercial gallery or sanctioned public museum. Art in the street has to negotiate a complicated boundary between artistic expression and property damage when it is not authorized. While getting permission can avoid this, it can also rob art of much of its subversive power---simply putting up an image can express a challenge to authority. On the other hand, many people will dismiss the message of illicit art out of hand, and they may be outright hostile to it if they do pay attention. The pervasiveness of advertising is another challenge to public art; we are used to filtering out a flood of images every day, and this jadedness is difficult to break through. If you can break through however, it provides a very direct means to tell a story in public space.Street art is a democratic medium, but by creating it without consent, we can deny others their right to determine the structure of their city. Being aware of who else uses the spaces you are using as a canvas is an important component of understanding how a piece will be interpreted. Temporary work, whether that means working with light, with impermanent media, or by creating performance spaces, can be more acceptable to the community you are working in but it also lacks the inherent challenge to authority. In some cases, temporary (and especially interactive) work may be more effective at engaging people. However, it can be much more resource intensive to provide the same number of people with the experience of interacting with a piece when working with temporary or interactive art. We talk more below about performance art.For more information on public art used in ways which can challenge authority, the Graffiti Research Labs site at http://graffitiresearchlab.com/ is a good place to start, especially their work with light painting as a (generally) legal and thus easier to sustain but still authority-challenging graffiti medium.



Guide Book

• What a Woman Must Know about Berlin
• Introduction to a way of interacting with 

the city
• Guidebook to the hacker’s city
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In 1913, a fascinating (from our perspective) book was published in Berlin, Was die Frau von Berlin wissen muss, or What a Woman Must Know about Berlin [Stratigakos]. The book was published as a guidebook for women in Berlin, not as tourists or housewives but as first-class members of the city, an act that was quite revolutionary at the time. The book was not intended for people unfamiliar with the city, and so was not an introduction to Berlin in a factual sense, but rather to a way of interacting with the city. In our terms, it was an explicit introduction to a specific imaginary of Berlin. The guide included both pointers to specific resources the reader might be interested in and not familiar with and, more importantly, essays exploring opportunities available to interact with the city.While a book may not be the relevant format any more, the idea of a guide with which to pull someone from one imaginary into another as an explicit, coherent shift presents fascinating opportunities. Instead of the women's Berlin, we can think of the hacker's city, either as a guidebook to a specific city, or, more likely, a version in the generic with specific references inserted as relevant, the guidebook presenting an interpretation of the world and how to interact with the city.



Infrastructure
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Our second set of examples are all directly practical extensions of the city, correcting the shortcomings of the environment as it exists. Some of these interventions will be effectively invisible, but others will either inspire delight or act as direct attacks on existing structures of control.



Semi-legal WiFi

• Information is citizenship
• Free mobile access democratizes space
• Point-to-point links for non-profits
• Shadow infrastructure projects care
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Access to information is now a mark of effective citizenship, and while being able to get online at all is a basic level of engagement, doing so while out and about is increasingly important as the Internet becomes a more localized resource and more basic social functions move online. Paid wireless access points and expensive mobile data plans make mobile information access a site of class stratification. While only providing Internet access does not solve device availability or space constraints, it does help to equalize different groups' access in a space, changing their understanding of the space and their interactions with other people in it. The economic interests of those providing paid network access, in conjunction with municipal rules about antenna placement, can cause problems for projects like this, but those problems are mostly just a confirmation of the worth of such a project.Providing point-to-point links cheaply or for free is another place where hackers can uniquely enable groups, in this case for poor and small non-profits and similar organizations where the cost of Internet access is a significant barrier. Beyond its direct utility, this kind of shadow infrastructure projects an understanding of the city as a more living, caring place.



Citizen CCTV

• CCTV is a tool of social control and police 
power

• Rarely works against police, even in police 
brutality cases

• Decentralized cameras with off-site storage
• Admissible in court; consult your lawyer
• The right to the city is the right to be heard
• Safe demonstrations encourage ownership
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Closed-circuit TV is a tool of social control and a means for the expansion of police power in cities. In many cases where CCTV might be useful to record police brutality it is either mysteriously missing or suppressed, particularly during demonstrations where handheld video may be seized and destroyed. Depending on the level of police brutality in question and the degree of systemic corruption, video may or may not be a useful tactical tool in fighting police violence. However, the existence of independent video documentation can frequently be at least a strategic, long-term tool. A system of decentralized video cameras, when possible sending the video off-site for automatic archiving and publication---if necessary in a different jurisdiction---could provide both a long-term means for publicizing abuse and a short-term means for pressing charges against the police and freeing activists.In the US, video evidence is generally admissible in court with the proviso that the owner of the video must testify for its veracity. It is not clear what, if any, specific standards might be required to anonymously verify video. Video recording is generally allowed provided that the camera is located on private property with the permission of the owner or tenant, or on public property, even if the subject is on private property, while audio recording requires consent of all parties. Consult a lawyer for details in your jurisdiction.The right to the city is heavily tied into the freedom to assemble and be heard. Making the city safer for people being heard makes the city more inclusive and helps encourage a sense of ownership of space.



DIY Bike  Lanes

• Bikes make good cities
• Bike lanes aren’t perfect but 

can be the only safe option
• Not always forthcoming, even 

when critical
• Why wait?  Just paint them
• Reflective vests, planning, and 

familiarity with other actions
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Bicycles make good cities. They provide a way for people to get around cheaply and they maintain the human scale of pedestrian traffic. They are a good fit for our evaluation criteria of things which make cities alive. Integrating bikes into heavily car-centric cities is difficult, though, even in places which should, climate- and terrain-wise, be very bike-friendly.Bike lanes are not an optimal strategy here. They are frequently abused by drivers when they are just a line on pavement without any physical separation from cars, and even when respected, they imply (regardless of the law) that cyclists are not to use any other part of the street. That said, in some places they are the only way to ride safely---for instance, on a busy street with no sidewalk, narrow shoulders, and high-speed vehicle traffic, especially when constrained by a bridge or similar geography. Given the car-centrism of most departments of transportation, bike lanes are not always forthcoming even in places where they would literally immediately start saving lives and enabling more people to travel the city. In many cases, there are significant class implications, where the lack of bike accommodations restricts riders who are seen as lower class from entering or using a space.Why wait for the municipal government to act, when a bike lane is just paint on the ground? Reflective paint for striping parking lots is readily available at hardware stores, and the specifications for bike lanes are often available online. It is worth doing some background reading before installing one, because a homemade bike lane is both more likely to last if it blends in, and more likely to be safe---drivers may not recognize bike lanes which are not properly marked or too narrow. As with many interventions, a bit of planning and official-looking reflective vests go a long way toward making things go smoothly, as does familiarity with similar actions in other cities.



Street Furniture

• Streets determine the degree of life
• Furnishing a street lets it live
• Add a table and chair, bench, or hammock
• Work cheaply, or match the originals
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The streets of our cities are the most immediate place which determine the degree of life a city has. Frequently, they are actively designed only as places of consumption and passage, and intended to deny all other uses. Furnishing a street lets it live in new ways. A table and chairs can turn a wide sidewalk or the edge of a small square into a place, an outdoor room. Likewise, a simple canvas overhang can make sitting at an existing bench more comfortable, and a hammock can make a park a nicer place to spend a lazy afternoon.While the users of a space are likely to enjoy (thoughtful) interventions, immediately adjacent tenants and city authorities may not, whether because they feel it interferes with commerce or simply because it does not follow the rules. It is best to work cheaply for this sort of intervention because it may not last very long. On the other hand, in some cases one may be able to match existing street furniture carefully enough that the city does not even notice---for instance, installing new bike racks and matching the existing design, possibly obtaining the racks via city surplus sales.



Guerrilla Gardens

• Concrete and bare dirt don’t 
make cities live

• Gardens desterilize cities
• Vegetables grow fine on 

abandoned lots
• Easier with land owner permission

• Cement looks better covered in ivy
• Work with existing movements
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Grey concrete and bare dirt do not make a city alive. Gardens desterilize cities and make them more human---a median that comes up with wildflowers brings a bright, uncontrolled note to a harsh space. Not only that, but gardens can be actively productive. Assuming the air and soil is clean, fruit and vegetables will grow just as well on an abandoned lot as on a farm. Greenery can make buildings look better, too---even the bleakest cement wall looks less offensive covered in ivy. Plants which are native to a region can frequently live with little or no care, and small plantings can be created in literally ten minutes. Ivy can be planted in thin soil and still climb tall walls.Clearing and planting larger abandoned lots is often easier to accomplish with permission from the land owner, which at least reduces the worry that gardens will be trampled mid-season. A large movement around urban and guerrilla gardening exists, and larger projects will often find allies there.



The Event City
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The third set of examples are events that change how we see the city, and turn spaces of function into spaces of delight. While many of these could be sorted into other categories, they all emphasize the event nature of space.



BART Swings and Subway Tea 
Parties

• Mass transit is considered 
purely functional space

• Events on mass transit show 
anywhere can be fun and 
playful

• The transit experience as 
theater

• Don't put on a spectacle, 
involve strangers

Thanks to Mike Burnstein
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Mass transit is commonly considered a purely functional space. It is an environment of long, boring commutes to work or school. Even when traveling with friends, it is rarely a site to meet people, interact with strangers, or play. Obviously, mass transit must be functional first, but there is no reason the experience needs to stop there. Due to its liminal nature, events on transit can show people that anywhere can become living, enjoyable space. The transit experience, with its defined and separate environment and understood beginning, middle, and end, lends itself well to transformation into a performance space.The most critical part of a good performance in a transit-like space is getting people to participate. Putting on a spectacle can be entertaining for friends, and passers-by may enjoy it, but in the end, it is a less powerful experience than one where complete strangers get involved in the action directly. In Mike Burnstein's two swing installations on BART in San Francisco, the most critical components of the experience were not the swings, but the planted “normal” transit riders who encouraged strangers to use the swings and enter the experience directly; this was the point at which it ceased to be a spectacle and became something larger.



Public City Games

• Using the city as a playground changes 
imaginaries

• Games let us tell stories directly
• Single evening like Journey to the End of 

the Year
• Large and ongoing, like SFZero
• Need to escape a subculture
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Using a city as a playground is a literal way to change how people understand it. Play is a fundamental activity and many activities use it as a medium, from getting people to explore a city to the creation of public art. A game can last a few hours, like Journey to the End of the Year, or it can be a large, ongoing game, like SFZero. In either case, pulling in people outside of the small subculture which originates the game is key to having a larger effect; playing entirely within a social circle will not alter the larger city. Games allow us to tell stories in a very direct way, similar to public art and essays, and this allows them to speak very directly to the imaginary of a place.



Parking Day

• Turning parking spaces into parks
• Draws attention to limited open space in 

cities
• Function as real parks
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Parking Day, initially created by Rebar, is a very literal example of both event-space and of events making a city more liveable. On Parking Day, people all over the world take public parking spaces and turn them into parks for a day, paying the meters for the spaces. The effort is intended to draw attention to the problem of limited open space in cities, especially relative to how much space is used by cars. Building a park can be as simple, in this case, as putting out a marker around the space and setting out a few lawn chairs, but many parks are more decorated, frequently with sod and potted trees (reflecting the way plantings and green space defines park space as a type in Western culture).Done properly, even these temporary parks are inviting for outsiders, bringing them into the space in the same way a real park would. Ideally, a temporary space like this could be deployed and left for passers-by to discover it, even outside of the scope of semi-organized events. Sadly, this is not possible in most cities, but it may point to other, similar events where that could work.



Temporary Art Spaces

• Space for art is more scarce now than ever
• Commercial real estate sits empty
• Owners don't want it empty too long
• Putting on events is hard but useful
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Space for art is scarce normally, and in times of economic hardship, it tends to get scarcer still. However, at the same time, much commercial real estate is sitting empty. For the property owner, completely idle space is bad. A space which has not seen any use in a year or more is more difficult to rent. Owners may be skeptical depending on the type of event planned, but a temporary gallery is generally seen as a safe use compatible with their intent of getting space rented. The owner may require some assurance that the space will be returned clean and that it will be relatively secure during the event, but this is often a low bar.Putting on even a short event lasting just a few days is a surprising amount of work, but it can be a way for groups of artists working together to get exposure they cannot get through the mainstream commercial art world. A gallery space will of course have to be staffed while open, so this may only make sense for short events. However, a rotating display of pieces in a window can provide a lot of exposure without as much work.



The Inflatable Cafe

• Third spaces don't need bricks
• Sheets of plastic, cargo bikes, a blower, and 

LED lights
• Goes up in a park or a parking lot
• Disappears quickly
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Third space is one of the most important categories of public space; a third space is somewhere neither work or home where people spend significant time working and socializing. They are a building block for community. However, third places do not need to be made from bricks. Space can literally be created from thin air---thin sheets of plastic and a battery-powered blower can create an inflatable space that can be set up in minutes, anywhere a small patch of empty land exists. Folding chairs and LED lamps complete the picture, and with care the space can be heated in the winter. A space like this can pop into existence over the course of an evening in a corner of a park or a parking lot, and can go away just as easily.



Affordances for Life

How our frameworks scale up
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Our final section covers serious actions that require much more time and investment. They are still in reach for small groups of individuals, through longer and more concerted effort, and we can understand them within the same framework we have used for our other interventions. Through these longer-term actions, we see how the same set of concepts we use for small interventions scale up to larger and more permanent work.



Third Spaces and Hackerspaces

• Temporary spaces don't accumulate 
resources

• It's hard to build lasting culture
• Physical spaces matter
• Hackerspaces are good, but exclusive
• Partially unavoidable, but new spaces 

aren't the only answer
• Ignoring our neighbors recreates class 
• segregation
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Temporary third spaces can be wonderful, but they can only supplement the needs of a community. It is difficult or impossible to accumulate resources in temporary space, and it is challenging to build a lasting shared culture. To do these things, the community needs more permanent space. A permanent third space requires longer-term commitment, and while a group of friends can still start one, the group will need to grow to sustain and build out a space of any size. The existence of physical space for a community is key to that community's survival and influence in their larger social context.In the hacker community, a lot has been said about hackerspaces. While these can meet some of the needs of our community, many of these spaces are (unintentionally) exclusive and all privilege some activities over others. This may be partially unavoidable, and the creation of more new spaces by other groups can help to provide more room for diversity, but it is also important to be aware of the need for diversity in all spaces. When we ignore our neighbors and fail to reach out to the community around us, we recreate the class segregation and the power divides that limit our full participation in the life of our cities.



Squats

• Direct subversion of capital 
control of land

• Very difficult without 
community support

• Almost impossible in 
many places
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Squatting, taking over property without the permission of the owner, is one of the most direct subversions of capital control of land possible. It is also at least as time-intensive as creating a third space, and generally more so. Squats can allow community space to be created on a scale not typically available to rent-paying groups, and virtually require community support for long-term existence. The law varies widely between jurisdictions; in many places, squats will survive only as long as they go unnoticed; in others, they may be able to obtain some degree of legal protection from land owners. Squatting is not something to be taken lightly, and a more in-depth discussion of it would be out of scope here. However it is worth mentioning, as it fits into our general theme of changing the power structures of the city.



Housing for Non-Normative 
Families

• Housing only accommodates a few types 
of households

• Single largest expense;  can't customize
• Poly families, groups of single parents, etc.
• Groups of households;  co-op or cohousing
• More housing stock variety means more 

family variety
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We have seen how the shape of the city determines the kinds of lives we can live; this is rarely more true than with housing. Housing in most cities is built to accommodate only a few types of households. The cost of housing is the single largest expense in most people's lives. Only a relatively small elite have the available capital to buy property and construct or alter buildings to suit their needs. Everyone else attempts to fit their lives into the available housing stock.Households with more than two adults are frequently especially ill-served, whether they are polyamorous families where three or more people live together in a relationship, groups of friends who want to share their lives, or single parents raising their children together. In some cases, groups of households can come together to create housing that better suit their needs, via a co-op or a cohousing community. Even when dedicated space is not possible, landlords are sometimes amenable to tenant improvement of apartments, such as the combining of several one bedroom flats to form a shared residence for a group of single mothers who constitute a household. In addition to the affordances for life, shared housing can be economically important for many families. Specifically in the case of single parents, good shared housing can mean shared workload for parenting, along with a more secure, if not actually cheaper, housing situation.Directly working for the housing you want for your family is one thing. Working with larger community groups to ensure a wider variety of housing stock is available is another important step.



Unselfish Building

• The human city happens step by step
• If you are involved in a project, do the right 

thing
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Creating a human city is hard, but it happens one step at a time; one bench, one garden, one awning. Chances to help this process pop up unexpectedly. If you are involved in a larger construction project, taking a few fairly small steps can make a huge difference. If you do your part to push for the project you are involved toward a more human cast, piece by piece, a better city will take place. Christopher Alexander, mentioned earlier, has a set of patterns for building [Alexander 2]. Only a few of them may be relevant to the project you are part of, but they can be a useful starting point for creating living spaces.
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Creating a human city is hard, but it happens one step at a time; one bench, one garden, one awning. Chances to help this process pop up unexpectedly. If you are involved in a larger construction project, taking a few fairly small steps can make a huge difference. If you do your part to push for the project you are involved toward a more human cast, piece by piece, a better city will take place. Christopher Alexander, mentioned earlier, has a set of patterns for building [Alexander 2]. Only a few of them may be relevant to the project you are part of, but they can be a useful starting point for creating living spaces.
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